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		Windows Azure is the Microsoft cloud computing platform that lets developers leverage its
		powerful, scalable, and fault-tolerant infrastructure to build successful applications.

	
		Windows Azure Step by Step provides an organized walkthrough of the Windows Azure
		platform and its related technologies. The text is decidedly introductory; it discusses every
		released component, discussing theory interspersed with simple but effective procedures
		you can follow, and offering downloadable code examples you can use to jump-start your
		learning about the Azure platform and as a basis for your own explorations.

	
		The book provides coverage of every Windows Azure platform component that has been
		released to production by Microsoft as of the time of this writing, as well as some related
		technologies, such as WCF Data Services, OData, and the ADO.NET Entity Framework.

	
		Your hands-on, step-by-step guide to the programming fundamentals for Windows Azure™

	
		Teach yourself how to build and host scalable applications in the cloud using Windows Azure—one step at a time. Ideal for those with basic programming skills, this tutorial provides practical, learn-by-doing exercises for working with the core services and features of the Windows Azure platform. Discover how to:

		
			Extend your existing skills to the cloud development model
	
			Build a simple web role application and deploy it to the cloud
	
			Create a worker role project to perform backend processes
	
			Store persistent data with Windows Azure Storage
	
			Develop a scalable database application in the cloud using Microsoft SQL Azure™
	
			Connect several cloud-based applications with Windows Azure AppFabric
	
			Design a multitiered solution that can scale to meet user demand
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Aligning Business Strategies and Analytics: Bridging Between Theory and Practice (Advances in Analytics and Data Science, 1)Springer, 2018

	This book examines issues related to the alignment of business strategies and analytics. Vast amounts of data are being generated, collected, stored, processed, analyzed, distributed and used at an ever-increasing rate by organizations. Simultaneously, managers must rapidly and thoroughly understand the factors driving their business....
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Unified Modeling Language Reference ManualAddison Wesley, 2004
 “If you are a serious user of UML, there is no other book quite  like this one. I have been involved with the UML specification process  for some time, but I still found myself learning things while reading  through this book—especially on the changes and new capabilities that  have come with UML.”
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Beginning Backup and Restore for SQL Server: Data Loss Management and Prevention TechniquesApress, 2018

	As database administrators, our primary duty is to protect the data in

	the databases we are responsible for. This data represents the heart and

	soul of the company employing us, and could destroy a business if not

	maintained properly. In this context, the proper application of a sound

	backup and restore solution is absolutely...
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Introduction to Embedded Systems: A Cyber-Physical Systems ApproachLulu.com, 2011

	The most visible use of computers and software is processing information for human
	consumption. We use them to write books (like this one), search for information
	on the web, communicate via email, and keep track of financial data. The vast
	majority of computers in use, however, are much less visible. They run the engine,
	brakes,...
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Defend I.T. : Security by ExampleAddison Wesley, 2004
The battle between IT professionals and those who use the Internet for destructive purposes is raging-and there is no end in sight. Reports of computer crime and incidents from the CERT Coordination Center at Carnegie Mellon University more than double each year and are expected to rise. Meanwhile, viruses and worms continue to...
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A Casual Revolution: Reinventing Video Games and Their PlayersMIT Press, 2009
The enormous popularity of the Nintendo Wii, Guitar Hero, and smaller games like Bejeweled or Zuma has turned the stereotype of the obsessed young male gamer on its head. Players of these casual games are not required to possess an intimate knowledge of video game history or to devote weeks or months to play. At the same...
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